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The new Upanishads - After reading 108 Upanishads, the need and want to
write ALM, or ELM, knowledge with well being, creation as in the crow, like
Bruce Lee and Brandon Lee. A yoga that encompasses all - The power of the
dragon unleased, miracles displayed, zero point energy. Web3, metaverses,
pixel, nft and redefining social, promised land, a vision implemented, with the
gift of the dragon. Now the real world begins, path of the dragon, watched by
the snakes. Beings that can change forms.

Chapter: Living in Country vs City, Gas Stations - Militia
with Guns, large Energy Bodies vs Small, Intellectual,
Mannered Inward / Wages / Rental Cars / Social Culture /
Gesture / Body Language - Chinatown - Inner Oakland
Blocks, NBA Stadium / Jack London Square / Public
Library



With our latest adventure in Mount Shasta, and other neighboring counties, what we had to learn
was, 'minding our own business', as a mantra, when driving, walking, any social encounter,
because a wrong move can get the militia guns out, in the country. We saw Canada migrations,
through State of Jefferson, Bundy Clan, vans and trucks from Oregon, however disappearing, in
the closeness of the city. Simply, because living in the city is hard! We saw many new Mexican
and Chinese migrants, however same issue, lost in the world of minimum wage workers, where
the American residents, don't want to give up their home and job so easily, to foreign invasion.
However, the people that are causing it, have to look at expenses, whether country or city, how to
mix the communities. Also, understand American Law.

Chapter: ITAR Files - Foxp2 comprehensive truth /
negation / multiple plains understanding

Foxp2, language understanding or lack of, based on truth or false.

Chapter: Apauruseya - "not of a man, superhuman,
impersonal, authorless" - Revelation of Sacred Sound and
Texts - As obtained by other Sages of Time - Hearing
Anahata Nada, Sound of Silence, 200-300 Billion Years
Ago

Vedas mean, self-evident knowledge. Apauruseya, means after resolving scriptures, language and
text, beyond music, come to a central point, which is the microcosm, which is also the
macrocosm, mathematically proven, to zero point energy, however it's the people, where this
aggregated data, is obtained from, whether the military as internet or not. So many people got
discharged, not taking advanced of the miracle drug, cure for all diseases, rather disappearing, in
the enternal, some call it celestial. Purpose is important here. Some do, some don't. Some just
drag on, however the horse shoe theory, where all particles, nodes and links, come to one point,
was discovered 200-300 Billion years ago, and mentioned that the play is already set for you.



You have to come and claim it. According to the scripture, vedas are behind words, which make
phonemes, phone meme, delivery of words, for social acceptance, or media, with nominal
memes, are saguna brahman, music artists, with time immortal, delivery of rhythm, typing on
keyboard, gesture on the phone, influence in a social setting, action and response, as validation,
of lower and higher understanding, a pattern that can't be broken by violence. As mentioned in
the scriptures, there are many layers of understanding to be claimed, however, they magically
just work anyway. Mapped by Astrology, Palmistry and Numerology, palms and feet. Vedas and
nominals are eternal. Whatever is in vedas, is pre-destined. Whatever doesn't belong in the vedas,
get thrown out.

Chapter: "All Bastards", He said, in Military pants, after
approaching and observations 10 minutes - Human
Interactions / Question & Answers - Color: Brown /
White

Yesterday, while I was resting for a minute, after a long day to work. A militia approached me in
California. He was looking at me with his car lights on for a while. Then approached me, made a
full circle of the car and walked right towards the door. I gently, looked to open the door to have
a conversation, question & answer. He walked away, I heard in my head, "All Bastards".

Chapter: Venture capital Forecast - Action or Inaction
2022 - #money #ukraine #nft #web3 #metaverse -
Winners and Losers Prediction - Social Vampires -
Unsocial Behavior - Tier system - Free understanding vs
Paid knowledge - entitlements away from reality -
Sigment Freud sexual imbalance - 10 year, fake funds



As we write the first chapter of this yoga book, dedicated to the mother and father and two
brothers, and soul-mate. The love of mother is not defined in Quran, because Aisha, a perverted
wife, married Mohammad at 6 years old when he was 54. The same behavior we see today when
venture capital, with 16 Asian girls, sexual harassment charges sit across the same table, as in
horse shoe theory.

Chapter: Cost #mRNA #DNA, Migrations: Electron,
Proton & Neutron - Nucleus / Energy Grids Mathematical
Balance - Zero Point Energy - Local vs International -
Social Mixing #Mexico #Canada #G20 #Ukraine #Russia
#China - Spouse of #VentureCapital from #Asia - A
decade of Investments - Sequoia & Soft Bank Startups -
Culture Marriage & Love

As migrants continue to pour in, new friends and faces, from Canada and Mexico, paid by
Venture Capital, adds a new challenge to mingle - With various price points for early migration,
however, long term, daily allowance, for soldiers, vs people with better communication skills and
English.


